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BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47453
Call No : 001.4226 SRI-S

Data Visualization, Storytelling Using Data explains data
insights through visuals and shows how to make them
compelling and comprehensible through real-world
examples. It provides a roadmap that covers everything
from understanding why data visualization and
storytelling are important to learning how to visualize
data and communicate it to an audience effectively. This
book attempts to provide students and industry
professionals with a practical method for mastering data
storytelling skills. The concepts and examples presented
will help intermediate and advanced users learn how to
think with data, the know-how of data visualization, and
tell a story with data on real-life business problems.
This book can be used to learn and teach basic concepts
of data visualization and data story…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47518
Call No : 004.019 MOH-S

Get started with artificial intelligence in your business.
This book will help you understand AI, its implications,
and how to adopt a strategy that is rational, relevant,
and practical. Beyond the buzzwords and the technology
complexities, organizations are struggling to understand
what AI means for their industry and how they can start
their journey. How to Compete in the Age of Artificial
Intelligence is not a book about complex formulas or
solution architectures. It goes deeper into explaining the
meaning and relevance of AI for your business. You will
learn how to apply AI thinking across enterprise
functions including disruptive technologies such as IoT,
Blockchain, and cloud, and transform your organization.
What You'll Learn Know how to spot AI opportunities
and establish the right organizational imperatives…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47746
Call No : 153 PAR-V

Practice mindfulness and unleash your power to
respond rather than react and to act intentionally rather
than habitually. This book presents mindfulness
teachings via short insights or meditations. All too often
we forget to be present. We neglect to be mindful when
eating, listening, speaking, working, studying, seeing the
sunrise and the sunset, being with friends, or sipping a
cup of tea. As a result, we fail to live our lives to the
fullest potential and experience the joy of living. The
Buddha, who was the planet’s most prominent
practitioner of mindfulness, taught this technique to
others. Think Like the Buddha offers reflections for 108
days of mindfulness. The stories and lessons are brought
together to provide insight, information, instruction, and
inspiration for the reader to cultivate this practice…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47790
Call No : 158 JAM-A

In a world vigorously chasing classic ideals of success,
find your spark and become significant. Your journey
starts here. Meet Steve, a hotshot lawyer fighting to
climb the corporate ladder in this inspiring fable. His life
transforms seemingly overnight as he is sent to India for
a task he considers pointless. But things quickly fall
apart. Steve, forced to reconsider his path, realizes that
the curveball life has thrown at him is an opportunity to
find his true purpose. This spiritual odyssey is about to
transform him beyond his wildest dreams. A powerful
lesson follows each chapter, making up the spark that
transforms Steve's life, Selflessness, Purpose, Attraction,
Resilience, and Knowing. This SPARK is hidden within
you too. It may be dormant now, but awakening to it
will catapult you from the Present You to the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47680
Call No : 174.4 TAK-H

This book is an excellent book on business ethics and
will be an invaluable resource for all readers who are
keen to learn about the business ethics and key
characteristics of a successful company. It focuses on
the case study of a global company, Johnson & Johnson,
which oversees more than two fifty operating units
throughout the world. Through extensive interviews
with top executives at Johnson & Johnson
headquarters, including Masami Atarashi and Mitsuo
Hirose, and attending workshops, Prof Hiroo Takahashi
acquired an in-depth understanding of the management
style of Johnson & Johnson, grasped the company's
ethics and the code of business conduct which is shared
by Johnson & Johnson members throughout the world.
It is a healthcare company consisting of various…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47843
Call No : 294.5350 JAI-M

This work examines the antiquity of image worship in
India. Its main focus is the Bhagavata religion that
evolved around Vasudeva Krishna of the Vrishni clan. At
Mathura, several noteworthy archaeological finds dated
to the early Common Era were recovered from the site
of Katra Keshavadeva. In the medieval period, Katra
Keshavadeva was subjected to repeated devastation,
beginning with that by Mahmud Ghaznavi in 1071 CE.
However, within a century a temple dedicated to Vishnu
was built at Katra Keshavadeva. Thereafter, the story of
destruction followed by construction was repeated over
and over again. In the early 17th century, the
Keshavadeva temple was rebuilt by Bir Singh Deo
Bundela. In 1670, the Mughal emperor, Aurangzeb
ordered its destruction. An Idgah was built at the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47322
Call No : 305.89481 MAN-K

This volume is a thematic study of the work and ideas of
Periyar E V Ramasamy. It analyses Periyar's
emancipatory, irreverent, and revolutionary critique of
religion using the idea of political atheism. Drawing
extensively from Periyar's writings, contemporary
accounts of Dravidian politics, and the theory of
Anarchism, this groundbreaking study provides a new
perspective on Periyar's engagements with religion,
caste, and their collaborations with the state. Periyar is
not just a new appraisal of Periyarism but a reminder of
its continuing significance in global conversations on
justice, equality, and liberty. The ideas of Periyar have
rarely been subject to serious and non-polemical
analysis outside Tamil Nadu nor have his voluminous
Tamil writings been contextualized in Indian…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47333
Call No : 320.011 DWI-D

The Public Sphere from Outside the West brings
together established and emerging new voices from
philosophy, literature, anthropology, history, migration
studies, and information technology to address the
present reality of the public sphere. In the age where
everyone is in public and everything is visible, this
volume creates a delay in which the Internet of things,
mass surveillance, and social media are asked What
is/not the Public? The essays bring to attention the
formation of geopolitically and historically distinct
public spheres from South Africa, India, America, and
Europe. Such formations are found not only in the
postcolonial histories of print, photography, cinema and
caricature but also those underway in the digital era,
such as the Arab Spring, Occupy movements and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47389
Call No : 332 BRA-M

Unlike other money and Banking texts, where the
discussion of the macro-economy is left to the end in a
confusing blur of IS-LM and as-ad models, brand S
money, Banking, financial markets, and institutions
examine the macro-economy early. The author does so
in a clear concise manner using only the as-ad
framework. With the recent economic crisis as a
backdrop, the book demonstrates links between the
macroeconomic coursework that students have just
completed and your money and Banking course. While
other similar books gloss over important topics, such as
money markets and investments, this text examines
these markets and entities using an interesting, thought-
provoking approach. The author goes beyond merely
describing these markets and institutions to bring…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47824
Call No : 338.092 VAD-D

Homemaker CEOs can teach MBAs, corporate managers,
and businesses much more than you ever imagined.
Doesn’t managing a home’s finances, nurturing the
family’s nutritional and emotional needs, and planning
the workflow of everyday activities of different family
members count as management? Every Mother Is a CEO
answers these questions and more. In a breezy,
conversational style, the authors Dhanjit Vadra
Managing Director, Allen, and Alvan Pvt. Ltd and CEO,
Allen and Alvan Defence & Aerospace recounts how his
mother Urmil Vadra worked tirelessly towards managing
a large household, raising a family, and assisting his
father build a hardware manufacturing empire from
scratch. Through her common-sense management
techniques, knack for organizational…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47825
Call No : 363.7387409 BEL-A

The history of climate change research how the world
became addicted to fossil fuels, how we discovered
that electricity may be our savior, and how renewable
energy is far from a 20th-century discovery. Did you
know the link between carbon dioxide and global
warming was first suggested in the 1850s? Climate
change books are usually about the future, but Our
Biggest Experiment instead asks how we got into this
mess, and how and when we worked out it was
happening. Join Alice Bell on a rip-roaring ride through
the characters, ideas, technologies, and experiments
that shaped the climate crisis we now find ourselves in.
From an emerging idea of greenhouse gases in the 19th
century and, via scientific expeditions across oceans
and ice caps and into space, the coining of the term…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47736
Call No : 428.43 LEV-J

In this new reality, how can we possibly hope to keep
up? How can we learn, unlearn, and relearn fast enough
to stay relevant in the world to come? In Be a Super
Learner, Jonathan Levi unveils a powerful, neuroscience-
based approach to reading faster, remembering more,
and learning more effectively. You’ll master the ancient
techniques being used by world record holders and
competitive memory athletes to unlock the incredible
capacity of the human brain. You’ll learn to, double or
triple your reading speed, enhance your focus, and
optimize your cognitive performance. Most importantly,
you’ll be empowered to confidently approach any
subject and learn it with ease. Why are you trying to
read that, the principal asked , silent sustained reading,
eighth grade, of all the students, in all the classes, this…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47337
Call No : 512.5 BAX-T

Linear algebra is a field of mathematics that is
universally agreed to be a prerequisite to a deeper
understanding of machine learning. Although linear
algebra is a large field with many esoteric theories and
findings, the nuts and bolts tools and notations taken
from the field are practical for machine learning
practitioners. With a solid foundation of linear algebra
is, it is possible to focus on just the good or relevant
parts. In algebra, a determinant is a special number
associated with any square matrix, that is say, a
rectangular array of numbers where the number of rows
and columns are equal. The fundamental geometric
meaning of a determinant is a scale factor for measuring
when the matrix with twice the area. Determinants are
important both in calculus, where they enter the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47276
Call No : 516 COX-H

Among the many beautiful and nontrivial theorems in
geometry found in Geometry Revisited are the theorems
of Ceva, Menelaus, Pappus, Desargues, Pascal, and
Brianchon. A nice proof is given of Morley’s remarkable
theorem on angle trisectors. The transformational point
of view is emphasized: reflections, rotations,
translations, similarities, inversions, and affine and
projective transformations. Many fascinating properties
of circles, triangles, quadrilaterals, and conics are
developed. This course presented early in the student’s
secondary school career is usually his sole exposure to
the subject. In contrast, the mathematically minded
student has the opportunity to study elementary
algebra, intermediate algebra, and even advanced
algebra. It is natural, therefore, to expect a bias in…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47367
Call No : 530.076 BEI-A

Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More
than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help
them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's
is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every
subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course
information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format.
You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems,
and practice exercises to test your skills. This Schaum's
Outline gives you. Practice problems with full
explanations that reinforce knowledge. Coverage of the
most up-to-date developments in your course field. In-
depth review of practices and applications. Fully
compatible with your classroom text, Schaum highlights
all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's
to shorten your study time and get your best…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47179
Call No : 572.51 BOW-R

Bioinorganic chemistry is at the gateway of inorganic
chemistry and biochemistry, i.e. it describes the mutual
relationship between these two sub-disciplines, with a
focus upon the function of inorganic substances in living
systems, including the transport, speciation, and
eventually, mineralization of inorganic materials, and
including the use of inorganic in medicinal therapy and
diagnosis. Bioinorganic chemistry is a field that
examines the role of metals in biology. Bioinorganic
chemistry includes the study of both natural phenomena
such as the behavior of metalloproteins as well as
artificially introduced metals, including those that are
non-essential in medicine and toxicology. Many
biological processes such as respiration depend upon
molecules that fall within the realm of inorganic…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47188
Call No : 579.175 MOS-D

Environmental microbiology and biotechnology are
crucial in the modern society. They influence human
health, and the environment and serve as a source of
energy and provider of novel bioproducts. The key areas
of interest are bioremediation, microbial communities,
pathogen detection, wastewater treatment, energy
generation, bioprocesses, and natural product discovery.
Environmental microbiology must interact with
hydrology, biogeochemistry, limnology, oceanography,
and numerical modeling. Environmental biotechnology
is a stream in science that deals with microorganisms for
environmental improvements. it primarily focuses on
improving biological systems. It is a cross-disciplinary
where the experts focus on creating new products,
analyzing them and their relationships which helps in…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47787
Call No : 615.532092 BAT-M

If you think of homeopathy in India, one name springs to
mind Batra's. From humble beginnings with a clinic in
Chow patty, Bombay in 1982, Dr Mukesh Batra put
homeopathy on the world map by starting over 200
clinics in seven countries and 150 cities of India in the
next four decades. The Nation's Homeopath is an
unusual tale of entrepreneurship, risk appetite,
resilience, and self-belief. In the early eighties when
India was still a decade away from liberalization, and
loans were not readily available, Dr Batra borrowed
money at a staggering interest rate of 36 per cent per
annum. All based on the strong conviction that his
business would work out. Not only did the business
succeed, but Batra's became a household name. Dr
Batra's life has been eventful. For decades, he has…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47703
Call No : 624.171 KAS-A

In this new edition of his internationally successful book,
Kassimali teaches the basic concepts and principles of
structural analysis using an intuitive, classical approach.
His book covers the analysis of statically determinate
and indeterminate beams, trusses, and rigid frames, as
well as an introduction to matrix analysis of structures.
The First Edition was distinguished by the clarity and
quality of its explanations of basic structural analysis
concepts, supported by detailed step-by-step procedures
for analysis and worked-out examples. The Second
Edition builds on this foundation with 33% more new
problems that include design- and computer-oriented
problems. Coverage of Loads on Structures is updated to
meet the latest ASCE standards, and the structural
analysis software provided on a bound-in CD-ROM is…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47781
Call No : 641.5954 GUJ-M

Pickling is one of the oldest and healthiest methods of
preserving and consuming vegetables and fruits. Pickles
are usually fermented in a way that they aid digestion
and improve gut bacteria. They enhance food flavors
and are available throughout the year. However, most of
us do not pickle things ourselves; instead, we buy them
off the shelf. Packaged pickles do not have the same
health benefits as the ones made at home and can do
more harm than good. In this book, Monish Gujral
brings together a collection of 100 pickles to start you on
your journey of pickling. These recipes are not only
simple and easy to make, each also has health benefits.
From the Italian Giardiniera pickled vegetables to the
Israeli Torshi Left white turnip pickle, from the Gari
Japanese ginger pickle to the Cebollas Encyrtids…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47877
Call No : 650.13 MCL-M

Get Ahead, Gain Influence, Get What You Want Office
politics are an unavoidable fact of life in every
workplace. To accomplish your personal and business
goals, you must learn to successfully play the political
game in your organization. Whether you are a new
player or a seasoned veteran, Secrets to Winning at
Office Politics can help you increase your power without
compromising your integrity or taking advantage of
others. This smart, practical guide shows you how to
stop wasting energy on things you can't change and start
taking steps to get what you want. Written by an
organizational psychologist and corporate consultant,
Marie G. McIntyre's Secrets to Winning at Office Politics
uses real-life examples of political winners and losers to
illustrate the behaviors that contribute to…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47732
Call No : 658.4092 IYE-P

Bestselling author Prakash Iyer uses simple but
powerful anecdotes and parables from all over the
world to demonstrate what makes for effective
personal and professional leadership. Iyer draws
lessons from sources as diverse as his driver, a mother
giraffe, Abraham Lincoln, and footballers in the United
Kingdom. He shows how an instinct to lead can be
acquired even while flipping burgers at a fast-food
chain. All of these stories come together in an explosive
cocktail to unleash your inner leader. The beauty of
stories is that they teach without ever appearing to do
so. Most of our early worldviews and our moral
compass have been shaped by the stories we heard in
the laps of our mothers and grandmothers without us
ever realizing it. We looked forward to the bedtime…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47748
Call No : 658.812 SHA-G

CRM has evolved from being a mere buzzword in the
early 1990s to an inherent element of business strategy
in the new millennium. Firms in services, goods, and
consumer industries as well as business markets are
undertaking initiatives to build relationships with their
customers and improve marketing productivity as well
as organizational profitability. We have adopted a
strategic perspective and a managerial orientation to
explore the concepts and applications of CRM across
industries. Rapid changes in the business environment
involving customers, competition, and technology have
created new challenges for firms. These challenges will
increase the importance of customer relationships for
businesses in almost every market. This book explores
the foundations of relationship orientation by drawing…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47212
Call No : 660.28 PRA-R

The present textbook is written for undergraduate
students of chemical engineering as per the syllabus
framed by the AICTE curriculum. It explains the basic
chemical process principles lucidly. SI units, chemical
stoichiometry and measures of composition, the
behavior of gases, vapor pressure of pure substances,
and humidity and saturation are covered in detail. In
addition, the mass and energy balances of chemical
processes have also been described. Chemical processes
without chemical reactions include fluid flow, mixing,
evaporation distillation, absorption and stripping,
liquid–liquid extraction, leaching and washing,
adsorption, drying, crystallization, and membrane
separation process. Description of all concepts and
principles with a rich pedagogy for easy…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47706
Call No : 808.06 LAH-M

This book addresses foundational areas of qualitative
writing such as journal articles and dissertations,
aesthetic representations including poetry and
autoethnography, publishing, and reflexivity in
representation in one practical and engaging text based
on real experiences. Author Maria K.E. Lahman draws on
her experiences as a qualitative research professor and
writing instructor, and as someone who has published
widely in scholarly journals, employing both traditional
and more innovative forms of writing. The first part of
the book covers writing tips; how to represent data;
how to write a qualitative thematic journal article; how
to write a qualitative dissertation; and provides
guidance on the publication process. The second part
encourages the qualitative researcher to move beyond…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47828
Call No : 843.92 BES-P

In this sexy, pure, and radiant story Out, Philippe
chances upon a young man outside a hotel in Bordeaux
who bears a striking resemblance to his first love. What
follows is a look back at the relationship he’s never
forgotten, a hidden affair with a boy named Thomas
during their last year of high school. Thomas is the son
of a farmer; Philippe is the son of a school principal. At
school, they don’t acknowledge each other. But they
steal time to meet in secret, carrying on a passionate,
world-altering affair. Despite the intensity of their
attraction, from the beginning, Thomas knows how it
will end: Because you will leave and we will stay, he
says. Philippe becomes a writer and travels the world,
though as this tender, sensuous novel The New York
Times Book Review shows, he never lets go of the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47785
Call No : Fiction BHA-S

British India, 1936. On a cold, wet night, Ratan, a
wandering law college dropout, is called to pick up his
employer, Sara Davenport, from a party at the
Governor's residence. As he arrives, he sees a figure
running through the trees in the dark. The next second,
he spots Sara in the thicket, just as she stumbles and
falls. He rushes to her, but she dies in his arms. Her
throat has been slashed. Sara was his employer, his
lover, his friend, and now Ratan has her blood on his
hands. He decides to flee. Little does he know that when
her body is discovered the next day, the police will find
alongside it a book of erotic stories written by Ratan's
childhood friend, Lavanya Shriram. And with the book
will be a note addressed to Ratan. The police trace
Lavanya in Bombay and threaten to ban her…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47871
Call No : Fiction SUT-J

After Sharlot Citra's mother catches her in a
compromising position, she finds herself whisked away
from LA to her mother’s native Indonesia. It'll be exactly
what they both need. Or so her mother thinks. When
George Clooney Tanuwijaya's father who is obsessed
with American celebrities fears he no longer
understands how to get through to his son, he decides
to take matters into his own hands. To ensure that their
children find the right kind of romantic partner, Sharlot's
mother and George's father do what any good parent
would do: they strike up a conversation online,
pretending to be their children. When the kids find out
about their parents’ actions, they’re horrified. Not even
a trip to one of the most romantic places on earth could
make Sharlot and George fall for each…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47822
Call No : Fiction DIS-W (Young Learners)

Disney movies have delighted generations of children.
This exclusive series of Disney movie storybooks offers a
wonderful opportunity for fans to create a special
collection to treasure for years to come. After a
mysterious voice calls out to her, Elsa heads north with
Anna, Kristoff, Olaf, and Sven. Journeying to the
Enchanted Forest they discover far more than they
thought possible, as new friends are made and secrets
are revealed. Elsa the queen of Arendelle, tries to do
the best for her people. She has always wondered why
she has powers and where they came from. When a
voice starts calling to her, Elsa wonders if she will finally
learn the truth. Anna is a strong confident young
woman. She cares deeply for her sister, Elsa, and would
do anything for her. With the safety of Arendelle at
stake, Anna joins her sister on a journey north to put…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 47812
Call No : Fiction HAR-M (Young Learners)

There are secrets hidden beneath the ice that bring the
magic home in the frosty fourth installment of the
bestselling Pinch of Magic Adventures, from award-
winning author Michelle Harrison. When the
Widdershins sisters and Granny are called away in the
deepest winter to look after cousin Clarissa, it doesn’t
take long for adventure or trouble to find them. The
town of Wilderness has plenty to explore with its frozen
lake and winter market, as well as being haunted by a
doomed highwayman and his secret love. But the
legends are true and seeing a ghostly figure one night,
the girls realize that Granny is in terrible danger. As an
icy storm rages, the race to save her begins can the
sisters lay Wilderness’s ghosts to rest before another
soul is claimed? But the legend and its hauntings are…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus
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